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Construction and installation of an all-sky meteor camera
at the Slovak Central Observatory in Hurbanovo

Teodor Pintér and Mikulas Mačanský

Slovak Central Observatory, Komárňanská 134, SK-94701 Hurbanovo, Slovakia

teodor.pinter@suh.sk, and mikulas.macansky@suh.sk, suh@suh.sk

This contribution describes new observational equipment installed at the Slovak Central Observatory
(SCO) in Hurbanovo, Slovakia (ϕ = 47◦53m32s N, λ = 18◦11m36s E). It also briefly outlines the
history of meteor observations in Hurbanovo.

1 Historical background

Meteor observations in Hurbanovo (formerly Ó-Gyalla,
Stará Ďala) have already a 141-year long history.

In 1871, Dr. Nicholas Konkoly-Thege (Figure 1) and
his colleagues introduced meteor observations. Obser-
vational results were published in the annals of the ob-
servatory (Figure 2), which were published annually un-
til the First World War.

We can safely say that these observations constituted
a pioneer effort, also in a global sense. For example,
these observers could distinguish between sporadic me-
teors and shower meteors, they developed an improved
method to determine meteor shower radiants, and they
managed to observe meteor spectra visually. Among
other findings, they discovered in this way that there is
ionized sodium in the upper layer of the Earth’s atmo-
sphere. Dr. Konkoly was also the organizer of the first
network of meteor observers in Hungary. One result
of this network was the determination of the height of
meteor trails.

Unfortunately, this promising development was inter-
rupted by the First and Second World War. It was
possible to restart meteor observations in Hurbanovo
only in 1964, by the establishment of a network of all-
sky cameras in the former Czechoslovakia (Figure 3).
From this historical point of view, the new equipment
we will describe fits well with the historical tradition of
meteor observations in Hurbanovo.

2 All-Sky Camera Hurbanovo
(ASKH-1)

The main optical part of the all-sky camera is a fish-
eye type camera lens Canon 04/02/15 mm. The image
is enhanced at the output by using an image bright-
ness amplifier with a diameter of 50 mm, for which the
output scintillating shading is scanned by using a sec-
ondary lens, a Meopta 09/01/16 mm. A CCD sensor of
the analog TV camera Watec 902H2 has been placed in
its focus. The system is powered by a voltage of 24 V.
The core of the control system is a single-chip processor
ATMega 16.

The analog video signal from the camera is digitized
by a Pinnacle card. The UFOCapture software ana-
lyzes in real-time mode the digitized image, and eval-
uates whether or not there was a meteor or another
moving object in the field of view. In case a meteor
was detected, the video sequence recording starts from
memory. Then, each meteor is recorded into an uncom-
pressed .avi file. A corresponding map of the field of
view with stars is saved in .bmp format as well as a
preview file in .jpg format. Information on recorded
object, location and time of observation necessary for
further analysis are stored in a file with .xml format.

More details are given by, e.g., Tóth et al. (2008).

Figure 1 – Dr. Nicholas Konkoly-Thege.
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Figure 2 – Sample observations for the year 1896 from the annals of the observatory.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3 – All-sky camera at the tower of the Slovak Hydrometeorological Institute at Hurbanovo (a, b) and an image
recorded by the photographical all-sky camera from the archive of the SCO (c).

3 Construction and installation of the
ASKH-1

In Figure 4, we show a photo gallery of the construction
and the installation of the All-Sky Camera Hurbanovo
(ASKH-1).

Figure 5 shows an example meteor picture.
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Figure 4 – Photo gallery of the construction and installation of the All-Sky Camera Hurbanovo (ASKH-1).
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Figure 5 – Perseid meteor captured on 12 August 2012 at 20h32m UT by a Canon EOS 350D (photo: M. Lorenc).


